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See imbeded comments and annotations

1,2: recommended

I

2

David
Bagby

T

recommended see I

2

2

T

Remove Editor's comments

3: recommended: remove
a, change b to Uses a
medimn shared with
adjacent LANs and nonLAN devices.

3

Rick
White
Bob
O'Hara

T

delete a) and b) from the list

These characteristics are NOT different than a
wired medimn.

recommended

4

2.1.1.2

t

add f) The assumption normally made that every STA can hear every
other STA is not valid

This is one of the major differences between
wireless and wired which has major
implications

recommended

5

2.1.1.2

C.
Thomas
Baumgar
tner
Fischer.
Mike.

clarity, correct attribution of the Oless
reliable<'> to data reliability reduction, not
MTBF reduction

recommended

6

2.1.1.2

section beadin~either OThe Medium Impacts .. .0 or OThe Media
hnpact .. .0
item (a)Nchange OlimitedO to <'>shorter<'> and change 6rang~ to
Oranges than wired LANsO
item (b )Nchange OmediumO to Omedium that has neither absolute nor
readily observable boundaries outside of which stations with
conformant PHY receivers are known to be unable to receive the
network frames.
item (d)Nreplace with OExhibit significantly higher bit error mtes than
wiredPHYsO
802.11 PHYs lack full connectivity even within a BSS.

Recommendation: covered
by
rec7
recommended

66

2.1.1.3

NEED A STATEMENT AS TO HOW THE PROTOCOL EFFECTS
POWER CONSUMPTION IN A MOBILE BATTERY POWERED

7

2.1.1.3

THERE IS NO INDICAnON AS TO THE
IMPORTANCE OF POWER MANAGEMEm"
BUILT INTO THE PROTOCOL.
This is an important impact of handling mobile
stations.

recommended

8

2.1.1.4

[D811

Rick
White
CHRIS
ZEGELI
N
Greg
Ennis

Fischer.
Mike.

T

T

UNIT.
T

T

Add a third paragraph: "Another important aspect of mobile stations is
that they will often be battery-powered and hence power management is
an important consideration. For example, it cannot be presumed that a
station's receiver will always be powered on. "
change Oreliability assumptions<) to Oreliability and security
assumptions<)

---
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This is a fundamental problem with RF LANs.

The same logic aplies to the untraditional
approach of including some security features in
the MAC as for reliabilityDrelated differences
with tmdition.
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Recommendation: accept

67

2.2

10: recommendation:
ask author - does not
seem to improve the doc.
the text as described in he

10

2.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N
C Heide

T

'BSS' DEFINITION USES TIIE UNDEFINED CONCEPT OF 'CF. 'CF
IS DEFINED MUCH LATER. COPY 'CF DEFINITlON INTO TIllS
SECTION.
last paragraph of section: "It is useful to think ... can remain in
communication with all other member stations. The concept ... no
longer communicate with all other members of the BSS."

comment is correct, the
picture is limited by
drawing ability (can't
draw fractal easily), so
would recommend leaving
text as is.
] 1: reconunended for a
iAfonnative annex if
someone volunteers to
Mite and provide one. but
is not part of the
normative part of the text.

11

2.2

Rick
White

T

Include some descriptions of possible physical implementations.

12: recommended
sentence improved to
reflect comment - words
"coverage area"
recommended for removal
from last sentence 2nd
para after figure 2-1.

12

2.2

Rick
White

T

Need to defme what is meant by the coverage of a BSS

]3: recommended

13

2.2.1

14: recommended: already
done in defs (and
previous recs) - moot
comment - ask author.

14

2.2.1

Bob
O'Hara
Rick
White

-

Submission

-

T
T

replace "close enough to fonn a direct connection" with • able to
communicate directly"
Defme that an Independent BSS has no connection to any other 802. 11
LAN or a distribution system.

RATIONALE

This is required to remain consistent with the

drawing. In the drawing the BSS's cover only
where the two member stations can
communicate with each other, not where the
coverage of each individual station extends.
This implies that the BSS only covers where
all members can communicate with al other
members, not just where any two can
communicate with each other, which is what
the existing text implies.
Section 2.2 is that it are very confusing. It may
require some descriptions of possible physical
implementations. The architecture components
area have been very confusing to voting
members of the committee. This is evident
from the discussion on wireless distribution
systems
the Nov. 94 meetiru!..
Last sentence of 2nd paragraph after Figure 21 - What deCmes the coverage of a BSS? In an
ad hoc network is it area in which all STAs
can communication with one another or does a
station have to communicate with only one
other member of the BSS? In an infrastructure
network is it the coverage of the AP?

I
I
!

I
I

Proximity does not imply ability to connect.
Clarifies what is meant by Independent BSS .

-
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Need to defme if all STAs in an independent BSS must communicate
with one another

Do all STAs of an Independent BSS have to be
able to communicate with all other members of
the BSS? If so, how does a station know what
other STAs make up the IBSS.

15: recommendation:
decline.
answer to question is no.
This is why draft is
currently silent on this i.e. must be able to talk to
stas you want to talk to,
but not all stas in an IBSS
- this is why it is an "['.
TIle DCF is not the same
set ofSTAs as the IBSS ...
which is why it is not
necess to define total
connectivity as a
requirement of an IBSS.

15

16: recommendation:
decline: IBSS has no AP
that is why it is an "['.

16

2.2.1

Rick
White

T

Need to claritY the defmition of a IBBS

Does a IBBS contain an AP or are there two
different types ofIBSSs, one containing a AP
and another not containing an AP?

17: recommendation: n 0
change
Misunderstanding we
believe. An AP is the
interface to an Infrastr
net - thus the **logical**
DS is present. even if
only a physical AP is
present. Comment
confuses logical arch with
physical boxes.

17

2.2.1.1

Rick
White

T

An AP does not have to be part of an infrastructure network.

A standalone AP could be used for range
extension.

recommendation: decline
is described in the next
section, strict defme
before use policy is
satisfied by defs in sec 1
which precedes sec 2.
recommendation: no
change requested. also
improved by sec 2 update
to sec I c changs.

68

2.2.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

ESS IS USED BUT NOT DEFINED IN TIllS SECTION. COPY TIIE
ESS DEFINmON INTO TIllS SECTION.

69

2.2.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

AP HAS A SUPERSET OF STA FUNCTIONALTIY. 1HE WAY TIIE
WORDING IS, IMPLIES THAT AN AP CAN BE MADE FROM A
STA, wrrn TIIE DS SERVICES BOLTED ON TIIE BACK.

Submission
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18 I 2.2.2

recommended

David

T

I PHY limitations detennine the direct station to station distance which

See imbeded comments and annOOitions

can be supported. For some networks this distancelimitatien· is
sufficient, other networks require increased coverage.

Bagby

Instead of existing independently, a BSS may also fonn a component of
an extended fonn of an 8Q2.11 network which is built with multiple
BSSs. The architectural component used to interconnect BSSs is the
Distribution System.
Distribution System (DS): A system used to interconnect a set of BSSs
to create an ESS.
Distribution System Medium (DSM): The medium used by a DS (for
APB8S interconnections).

19: recommendation: not
a tech comment - color of
pic not important only
difference in shading. re ?
re color, unknown at this
time - printing costs IDB.

20: recommendation: text
change declined. this is
true as A fonn ofDS, we
don't know it is the
"simplest" fonn. A
submission to an
informative example
implementation annex is
welcome but not change
Id needed for the draft.

20

2.2.2

recommended

21

2.2.2, 7th
h

Submission

19

[DB2]
Geiger

2.2.2

T

Rick
White

T I It must be pointed out in that the simplest fonn of a distribution system
in an 802.11 LAN is an AP that receives traffic from one station and
relays it to another STAin the same BSS.

Fischer,

T

Mike.

Will the standard be in
color?

In figure 2-4 the red

I change O... seamless integration of multiple BSSs.O to O . .. seamless
interconnection of multiple BSSes into a single logical network.O

Page 5 of39

In my mind this is a form of an Independent
BSS. Need to add figure showing three STAs
in a BSS, one being an AP, that is not
connected to an external OS (which is
connected to another BSS).

I

OintegrationO is what is done with other,
wired LANs, not between BSSes.
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in sec 2 need to be
resolved to revised sec I
text after all LB

22

2.2.2,9th

paragraph

PROPOSED CHANGE
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Fischer,
Mike.

T

add at end of sentence 6 for stations in the same BSS that do not have
such access without using the WM.O

The key issue for oAPO is the provision of
aoo:ss via the WM to stations that lack any
other communication path that gets their
transmissions to the DSM.

Fischer,
Mike.

T

add at end of sentence 0 and the addresses used by an AP for
communication on the WM and on the DSM are not necessarily the
same.O
ESS DEFINmON DOESm SEEM RIGHT

clarity

comments processed - this
comment t falls into that
category.
23: recommended.

23

2.2.2, last

paragraph
recommendation:
insufficient data to know
what to change. def
improved in sec 1, assume
that this will be enough.
recommendation: change seerec 25

70

2.2.2.1

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

71

2.2.3

24: recommended:

24

2.2.3

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N
David
Bagby

harmonize with sec I
after LB COMMENTS

INTENSITY MAP - COLOR VS. SIGNAL STRENGlH IS NOT
DEFINED
T

Basic Service Area (BSA): The conceptual area within which members
of a BSS can communicate.

See imbeded comments and annotations

Extended Senice Area (ESA): The conceptual area within which
members of an ESS can communicate. An ESA is larger than or equal to
aBSA

25: recommended,

clarification paragraph
would improve. exact
quantification is not
needed.
Suggestion for para:
The figure indicates
relative differences in
signal strength. colors are
diff field strengths.
(will look for legend from
orig picture and add in to
doc).

25

2.2.3

Rick
White

T

[D83J
Figure 24 requires a legend to indication what the different colors
represent.

!

-_._- - -
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2.2.3, last

26: recommended.:
hannonize with sec I,
comment is editorial in
nature and not needed as
part of the actual def.

26

recommendation: decline
802.11 does not spec DS
implementations, this is a
DS implementation
attribute.
A contribution for an
informative annex
e~ple is welcome.
27: 112 recommended,
strike "traditional" but
not add "802" as a
qualifier as the portal
concept is not limited to
802 connectivity.

12

2.2.4

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

27

2.2.4

Bob
O'Hara

28: recommended: if
intent is to point out that
AP and portal func could
be in same physical box,
this is already possible.
Suggestion is to add a
sentence that says: It is
possible for one device to
offer both the functions of
and AP and a Portal, this
could be the case when a
DS is built from 802 LAN
components.

28

2.2.4

Greg
Ennis

29: recommended.: similar
to 28, covered by that rec.
comment 29 is an
example, not the only
possible case.

29

T

RATIONALE

add at end of sentence 0 and may involve multiple, disjoint, physical

The ESA is not only larger than or equal to the
BSA, the ESA can have nonDcontiguous
coverage (by design, not just due to shadowing
and signal interference) due to geographic
separation of the BSAs.

BSAs and/or sites.6

NEED SOME 1EXT TO DESCRIBE PROBLEMS WITH ROlITERS
IN1REDS

PEOPLE WHO READ 1RE SPEC NEED TO
KNOW THAT WE ARE AWARE OF 1RE
PROBLEM

T

replace "a traditional wired" with "another 802" in the second paragraph

consistent with revised definition of
integration (see comment on section 1.2,
definition of "Integration").

T

Add the following at the end of the section: "Such an AP which is acting
simultaneously as a portal to a distribution system which consists of a
standard 802 LAN is depicted in the following figure:

Clarifies the Portal concept in the context of
802-standard distribution systems.

C~2LAN~
-

AP/Portais
"---'

I

~-

Submission

Fischer,
Mike.

paragraph

PROPOSED CHANGE

2 .2.4

Rick
White

-~

T

Is it not true that the DS is probably an 802.x LAN? If so, than does that
mean that an AP would contain a portal since a DS is dermed as "a
system used to interconnect a set ofBSSs to create an ESS. Does it also
follow that if the DS is an 802.x LAN then other non-802.1 devices
could be connected to it. If this is not true then it must be stated that
only APs can connect to a DS and if the DS is shared with other non802.11 devices, the AP must contain a portal
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30: recommended.

30

2.2.4.1

31: recommended: add
following to list:
MSDU deliVery.
discussion: are the others
a flavor of MSDU
delivery or a separate
service? ask group.

31

2.3

32: decline - this done as
contents of next section
(2.4) - is it really necess
as a tech comment that
the text be part of sec 2.3?
- ask author for opinion.

32

2.3

33: recommended: change
..... with
network layer mobility
approaches (e.g. Layer 3
mobility standards such as
IETF mobile IP)".

33

2.3. last
paragraph

recommendation: covered
byrec 31.

73

2.3.1

34: recommended: really
an editorial comment.

34

2.3.1

David
Bagby

T

Physically, a Portal may, or may not, include bridging or routing
functionality depending upon the physical implementation of the DS
and the wired LAN. f084]

See imbeded comments and annotations

Greg

T

Add "Asynchronous Data Transfer", "Power Management", "Contention
Free Connection Management", and "Time Bounded Data Transfer" to
the list of the "complete" set of 802.11 services.

List is not complete

Rick
White

T

Each architectural service must be defmed in this section

Fischer,
Mike.

T

Ennis

sentence to:

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

understandability by the target audience

Either defme (or add an example of) 6network layer mobility

approaches6 or change the sentence to use a term already defmed in
this document.

CHRIS
ZEGEU
N
David
Bagby

STATION SERVICES ARE MORE TIIAN TIffi SUBSET LISTED.
TIIAT OR TIffi DEFINITION OF SS IS WRONG.
T

See imbeded comments and annotations

The Station Services are present in every 802.11 station (including APs;
as APs include station functionality). Station Services are specified for
use by MAC layer entities. All confonnant stations provide Station
Services.'·-In-the-f1gures; -dets-will -reprt9mt,~tion-SeFvK:es,

I deleted because the figures don't use dots.fOB5]
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35: recommended:
dependent on figure 2-8
change comments - make
consistent with those
decisions.

35

recommendation:
insufficient into to know
what the commenter

74

2.3.1

David
Bagby

T

RATIONALE

The Station Services subtiet is:

See imbeded commerllS and armotations

a)
b)
cb)

2.3.2

P802.11~95/63

PROPOSED CHANGE

Authentication
Deaulhentication
Privacy

[DB6}
TIIE DEF}lIjTIION OF DSS IS WRONG.

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

wants.

36: recommended:
reference base doc instead
of duplicating. also could
refer to sec 4 where this
info is in the frame fonnat
section?

Submission

36

2.3.3

Rick

T

Include a diagram of the 802.11 802 48-bit address.

White

Help with understanding of the addressing.
Does not require reader to get another
standard.
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needs big group disc.
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PROPOSED CHANGE
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The fundamenI.aI JlW1lOIIC of this standard is \0 provide
a basis for mixedDvendor inIeropcrability acroa each
of the exposed iDlerfllCleS in the subjed specifialioo.
The WM is one such exposed iderface. and is covered
in considerable dcta.il in the 01 draft. The OSM is
another such exposed imerface, but the degree of
abstraction of distributionDrelaled definitiom makes
interoperable dislribution (even in simple cases such as
mUltiple vendor.;() APs atW:bed to the same 802.3
wire) impossible without additional dcfinitioos. EV'CII
the aarrent draft states thai there is an exposed iJUrface
between access poinls and the distribution system (even
if not stated vc;;;:~ see above). The 00I'I0I:flt thai
802.11 should
specify specific OS
implementations<> n:ma.ins val.i d What is uoedcd is the
dcfmition of specific frame payloads, thal em be
delivered over 802Dsly1e LANs, which shall be UICd
for inted>AP OOdDlUnication (called an lAPP in some
IlUbmissions to this working group) to establish the
necessary information about associationsIreassociations
to support mobility transitions; and for
APDtoifromDportal communication to support
integration of other 802 wired LANs.

cture62.4.

R
IS

The standard needs to specify the message fonnats used to communicate
(intraDESS) for the provision of (at least) association, reassociation,
integration, and distribution. This requires enough words (and
pictures), and impacts enough places in the document, that I have not
attempted to put specifIc text in this box of the table. A set of changes
adequate to overcome my 6006 vote on this subject appear in document

1.1, 6th

SU

95/17.

2.3; also
1.2
defInition
of

Oinfrastru
paragraph;
2.4.2.2,

Fischer,
Mike.

I
M
AJ
0

E
The bulk of the message format information will end up in section 2.7.

3rd
paragrap~

2.4.2.3,

3rd
paragraph;

2.7

In 2.4.1.1. 6th paragraph is sla!es tbalOan 802.11 is
required to do is to provide the OS with cnougIJ
information ...6 This is geoera1ly correct, but the
IlUpport ofre&<lSOCiaIion for BSSDtransition mobility.
and the preservation of 6autbentificalioo6 across S!JCh
transitions (even when using a wireless distribution
system). require the direded exchange of information
between the OSS at one AP and the DSS at moCber AP
in the same ESS (anong other inlraDESS excbmgcs
between MAC LMEs over the DSM). How the OS ~
the messages containing this information betwocco APs
may be extcma1 to this standard. but the fonmls of
those messages must be defined or users will have to

I
I

I

I
I

outfit an entire ESS with APs &om a single vendor (or
deDfacto inIeroperabiity group of vendon opc::rating
outside of the 802 standards process). even iftbey em
procure nonDAP stations &om multiple soun::es.
The other alternative is to remove mobility support and
the ESS concept from the standard This not only
leaves aspects oftbe PAR unaddressed. but would yield
a sWIdarcl thai fails to meet most usersO needs 00 at
the ranges discussed for seven.! of the PHYs a1most any
potential customer for more than about 10 or 1S
stations would probably need to deploy a muhiDAP
ESS.
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recommendation: none.
insufficient info to know
what commenter has in
mind.
38; recommended

PROPOSED CHANGE

75

2.4.1.1

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

38

2.4.1.1

David
Bagby

T

DISTRIBlTTION OOES NOT NEED ASSOCIATION INFORMATION
TO DELIVER AN MSDU FROM A STA TO 1HE DS. IT DOES
NEED ASSOCIATION INFORMATION TO DELIVER FROM 1HE
DS TO A STA. TIlE STATEMENTS ARE SLIGHIL Y WRONG.
In either example, the Distribution service was logically invoked.
Whether the message actually had to traverse the physical DSM or not
is a DS implementation matter and not specified by 802.11.

P802.l1-9~';63

RATIONALE

See imbeded comments and annotations

While 802.11 does not specify DS implementations, it does recognize
and support the use of the WM as the DSM This is specifically
supported by the 802.11 frame formats. (Refer to section 4 for details).

39,40: recommendation:
see comment on 37, group
disc.

39

2.4.1.1

N.
Silberma
n

T

[DS71
needs definition of interconnectivity within the Distribution System in
order to allow interoperabilty between access points

39,40: recommendation:
see comment on 37, group
disc.

40

2.4.1.1 .

P.
Brenner

T

The lAPP (Inter AP Protocol) is defmed in section xxx

4]: declined. removing
this concept would
eliminate the ability to
connect with wired LANs.

4]

2.4. ].2

N.
Silberma
n

T

Remove the defmition of Portal

lfthe statement starting with "The details of
an integration service ... is true then the
defmition of a portal just confuses the issues.

42: recommendation:
covered by comment 38
rec. frag part of comment
incorrect - this will be
gone by the time the
logical portal function is
invoked.

42

2.4.1.2.
3rd
paragraph

Fischer,
Mike.

T

Add statement to the effect that: OIntegration service may use the
802.11 MAC for message delivery in cases that the DSM and WM are
the same.6 Also, add Orefragmentation6 to the parenthesized list in
the next-to-Iast sentence.

completenes."

Submission
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Without this delinition of connectivity betwlXll
APs the Distribution system is useless as an
interoperable system and left to proprietary or
incompatible implementations.
An Inter-AP_Protocol MUST be defmed,
otherwise the users will not be able to use
different vendors APs in one single ESS.
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43: recommendation:

43

disc required by group

2.4.1.2,

last
paragrapb

Fischer,
Mike.

T
M
AJ
0

R
IS
SU
E

44: recommended

45: recommendation:
see section 1 - really a sec
5 comment on services

44

45

2.4.2

2.4.2,
1.1,
3.2,
5.8

C. Heide

Jim
Panian

T

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

The statement that details of an integration service are dependent on a
DS implementation are correct. However, this does not mean that the
subject should be ignored. Just as with DSSDtoDDSS messages across
the exposed distribution system interface discussed in relation to 2.3,
the ISDtoDDSS messages need to be specified to permit portals from
one vendor to work on the same distribution system as APs from
another vendor N the alternative is to eliminate the portal as a separate
functional element and make Integration a service that must take place
on an AP (which I would expect to be a common implementation
approach, but should not be required as the only practical approach).
What should be done is the addition of specification of the functional
characteristics of a portal, and the message contents that must be
exchanged with DSS. These characteristics primarily concern address
resolution (tolfrom the 802.11 address space, independent of the other
sideOs address space, frame size limitations on the DSM relative to the
integrated LAN (the LANDs limitations are outside our part of the
problem and the DSM relative to the WM is covered in the existing
draft), access to the DSS mechanism to resolve mobility transitions, and
the point at which WEP ends (especially relevant when the ESS uses
WEP and the integrated LAN uses a different 802.10 mechanism).
Acceptable words to describe these functions appear in document 95/17.
Throughout the section the word "mobile" should not describe the word
STA:
page 23, lines 12, IS, 19, and 29; page 24,line 1.
Provide MAC service primitives to facilitate the three distribution
system services:
Association
• Reassociation
• Disassociation - including the detection of link outage

see discussion in column to left

•

I
I

,

I

All STAs are required to adhere to the
association services not just mobile ODeS.

I

Enough detail must be provided by the 802.11
standard to facilitate hand-otf mechanisms on
the distribution system.

The above mentioned MAC service primitives will feed into the
Association, Reassociation, and Disassocation services in the state
machine descriptions as well.
I

46: recommended.

46

2.4.2.1

C. Heide

recommendation; no
change requested, treat as
editorial

76

2.4.2.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

Submission

T

Item (a), item (2), replace "e.g." with "i.e."

movement within PRY range of the
commwricating stations is within a BSA be
definition - within a BSA is not an example f
such movement.

ASSOCIATION IS REALLY THE ACT OF INFORMING THE DS
HOW TO ROUTE A MESSAGE FROM THE DS TO THE MOBILE
UNIT. THE TEXT IMPLIES THE OPPOSITE.
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I SECTION I AUTII. I TI I PROPOSED CHANGE

n

2.4.2.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

47: recommendation:
decline
see 48,
also
Hum, the enforcement is
at the STA not the DS?
things break if multiple
AP association is allowed.
broadcast ack, response to
msg etc? think this thru
before making al
alteration. group
discussion needed.

47

2.4.2.2

C. Heide

48: recommendation:
decline this would break
distribution as it would no
longer be possible to
determine the output
point of the DS for
distribution.

48

2.4.2.2

Lewis

T

Delete "at any given instant a mobile STA may be associated with no
more than one AP."

49,50: recommendation:

49

2.4.2.2

Rick
White

T

Paragraph 8: Defme how an STA determines what APs are present and
determine which to use.

recommendation: see fCC

48

TIlE CONCEPT OF A STA BEING CONNECTED TO TWO AP'S,
EACH IN A DIFFERENT ESS IS PRECLUDED. REMOVE TIlE
SENTENCE THAT SAYS THAT A STA CAN ONLY BE ATTACHED
TO A SINGLE ESS.

T

n

not a section 2 problem
other than editorial para
reference. This is a sec 7
comment.

To the end of the first sentence of the fourth paragraph which begins
"At any given instance ... ", add the clause "within an ESS".

I RATIONALE

Doc: IEEE P802. 11-95163
J

MAKING IT CLEARER HOW TIlE
MESSAGE ROtJI1NG ACTIJALLY WORKS
IMPLIES THAT ITS OK TO BE
CONNECTED TO TWO OR MORE
SEPARATE ESS'S. PART OF 1HIS
CONCEPT COMES FROM BEING
SIMULTANEOUSLY PART OF AN AD HOC
NETWORK AND AN INFRASTRUCTIJRE
NETWORK WITH DIFFERENT ESS'S
Nothing can prevent a STA from becoming
associated with two APs in different ESSs, as
the APs cannot communicate with each other.
The STA may think it is only associated in one
places, but the APs don't know that (until
perhaps some association timer expires on one
of them).

I
This is not necessarliy true. and is dependent
upon the handoff mechanisms utilized by the
DS. During a roaming handoff, a STA
reassociates with a new AP, and an infinitely
instantanous handoffmay not be possible.
This results in brief instances where one of
two possible conditions can exists: the mobile
station may be associated with no APs, or with
2 APs until the handoff within the DS is
completed. Since the mechanism of
disasociation with the old AP is not defined in
the standatd, and is implied to be a function of
the DS, this statement places undo restirctions
on the functionality of the DS.
Paragraph 8: "There is no information ill
Section 7 that defmes how a,., STA determines
what APs are present and dc~ne which to
use. This must be defmed.
-.-

Submission
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Doc: IEEE P802.11-95/63

49,50: recommendation:
not a section 2 problem
other than editorial para
reference. This is a sec 7
comment

50

2.4.2.2.

Mahany

T

51: recommendation:
leave as is. choice is
Fl(a) => reassociate vs.
F 1 = assoc, F2 = reassoc.
Explicit is preferred to
context sensitive purpose
determination. Grp
discussion needed?

51

2.4.2.3

A. Bolea

T

52: recommended

52

2.4.2.3

Fischer,
Mike.

T

53: recommendation:
decline
- not needed to spec.
group discussion
required? Who will spec
and do required work in
time available?

53

2.4.2.3

Lewis

T

Submission

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Second to last sentence replace 7.xx with appropriate reference
(scanning)

Omission

add 6Reassociation service also enables changing associationDtime
attributes ofan established association to be changed while the STA
remains associated with the same AP. 6
need to specify algortihm that triggers a STA to initiate reassociation
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Reassociation Service is redundant and should
be removed. Association Service is sufficient
to handle mobile stations. An Association
message with a "Cmrent AP" element when
joining a new AP can be used and will be
much easier to implement 'The "Cmrent AP"
is already defined as an element. The presence
of this element indicates that the station is
already associated with another AP. This
simplifies the standard by removing one frame
type.
consistency with other sections of the draft

This relates to the issue of roaming and
handotIs. 802.11 need to specify boundaly
rules regarding roaming and reassociation.

i
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54: recommendation:
decline
- see comment 51.
comment is to delete as a
separate msg, this implies
must scan msg body to
know is reassoc, this is
harder than header
scanning which is more
likely to be in hdw than

54

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Reassociation is redundant with the
Association function. First, I believe it is
dangerous to assume just because an AP
receives an Association message from a STA
that that STA is not currently associated with
another AP. It is not unreasonable to asswne
that in an office environment someone might
tum otftheir laptop (and NlC) and move to
another location and try to acquire the
network. This could result in a resetting of the
NlC such that it would perform association
(not Reassociation) even though it never
disassociated with the previous AP. For this
reason, aU APs tied to the DS should be
informed when a new association occurs.
Second, if it is still desirable to include
information about the previous AP, it can be
done by adding the Current AP element to the
association message.
For example, a STA may only use Association
the very first time it is used or it may use
Association after power-up or after it hasn't
"heard" the current AP for some period of
time, etc.

2.4.2.3

Renfro

T

Delete Reassociation

2.4.2.3

Rick
White

T

Must defme how a STA detennines if should use Association or
Reassociation.

2.4.2.4

C. Heide

t

remove last paragraph

body scanning.

55: recommendation: no
change needed - decline:
no need, sta is initiator in
both cases. IfSta doesn't
know then it is broken.
if sta thinks is associated,
then use reassoc,
otherwise do assoc.

55

56: recommendation: no
change.
sec 7 (MIB) has timers to
protect against these
situations. If something is
missing from Mib then
work in mib is needed but
sec 2 sentence is ok.

56

57: recommended

57

I

2.4.2.4,
4th

Fischer,
Mike.

T

delete OmobileO in Omobile STAO also change Ois not a requestO to
Ois a notiflcation, not a requestO

para~ph

Submission
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the MAC management does nothing to "protect
itself against STAs which simply dies or go
away". The addition and removal ofSTAs from
the polling list, or even what to do with the
fact a STA has associated, is described as
beyond the scope of this standard.

flrst change removes overDspecification, as
mobility is irrelevant in this case, the second
change is for clarity

i

I
I
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58: recommendation:
decline
- harmonize w/ sec I already improved in those

58

2.4.3

C.

t

Thomas
Bawngar

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

change first sentence "...to provide functionality which is subjectively
equivalent to that which ..."

The defmition of wired equivalent privacy in
1.2 uses the word subjectively. The more
difmitive statement now made has not been
proven to be correct technically.

Access and Confidentiallity Control Services Two services are
provided to bring the 802.11 functionality in line with wired LAN
asswnptions; Authentication and EnciphennentPFi.>;fKi1j. Authentication
is used instead of the wired media physical connection. Enciphennent
PRvaey-is used to provide the confidential aspects of closed wired
media.

Enciphennent more accurately reflects what is
being done. Since addresses are in the clear
(see 2.4.3.2, below) traffic analysis is still
possible. Without hiding the addresses, true
privacy is not achieved.

TIIERE IS AN INCONSISTENT USE OF 802.10, A HIGHER LAYER
, TIIAT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO GET TO WITHOUT FIRST
ASSOCIATING.

NEED TO TIllNK OF AUTIIENTlCATION
AS A SERVICE TIIAT HAPPENS AFTER
ASSOCIATION. TIllS WILL REMOVE
LIMITATIONS ON INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS.
The following sentence found in this section is
confusing:
..If desired, an 802.11 network can be run
without autbenticatioo.....
Question I: Is authentication required? If the
above sentence refers to authentication with a
Null challenge/response, it should be worded
as such.
Question 2: Is authentication required foc an
Ad-Hoc Network? I think: that it should not be
required. For a 10 station Ad-Hoc network in
which all stations chose to talk to each other,
1O!I(2*S!)=45 different authentications will be
required. Each authentication requires 6
messages. lbis seems excessive.
If we decide to require authentication in AdHoc Networks it should be clearly spelled out
in this section.

tner

I

recs.
59: recommendation:
decline: encryption is the
mechanism, the service is
privacy/confidentiality. so
the suggested change
would be incorrect.

59

recommendation: no
change requested.
comment is incorrect in
that assoc is not req, but
auth is by design.
60: recommendation: no
change requested or

78

2.4.3.1

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

60

2.4.3.1

A. Bolea

2.4.3

T

Siep

T

needed.

in commentary the answer
to I is that BUth is always
required, but can be null
CIR. Ques 2 is an
editorial comment that the
author would like
something different from
what the draft currently
says. math arg is based on
assumption of auth
scheme in use which is
not necess either true or
false.
Auth is already speced for
both infra and ad-hoc, see
other place in sec 2 (sta
state diagram).
---- ~

Submission
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61: recommendation:

61

! 2.4.3.1

C . Heide

T

decline

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

removt! the second sentence of the sixth paragraph "802.11 cautions
against ... network layers. ".

This does not reflect the feelings of the group.
Operation in the clear is something the group
agreed must be an option.

Delete paragraph "If desired, an 802.11 network can be run without
authentication. 802.11 cautions against this as it may violate implicit
assumptions made by higher network layers."

Every time there bas been a vote on this
subject my recollection is that the majority
voted that authentication by what is called
"open system example" is a valid choice.
These sentences contain editorial comment of
the minority in these votes which is trying to
scare the public. The paragraph contradicts the
penultimate paragraph in this same section
which says 802.11 requires authentication. "The
security of wire is a matter of degree and
perception. NIC's can be doctored to be any
MAC address; a Sniffer can hear everything
that goes over the cable, there is enough stnly
energy from lOBASE-T that a good receiver
can pick it up outside the physical confines.
Anyone truly worried about this subject has
taken steps at higher layers of the network,
even on a wired network. The ability to
confme IR to an area, giving the same physical
access control as wire, makes this paragraph
inappropriate for at least one of the 802 . 11
PHY's. I dare say there are more people with
the ability to tap wired LANs than there are
who will be able to intercept DSSS.
See imbeded comments and annotations

. sentence is correct as
stated. ... may" means is
possible (which is true).
Sentence does not
preclude "open" /
unsecured operation. The
sentence is truthful.
62: recommendation:
decline similar
misunderstandingas
comment 61. No just
given for 2nd change
requested (C/r sufficient
etc... ) - declined.

63: recommended.

62

2.4.3.1

C.
Thomas
Baumgar
tner

t

Delete sentence in 4th from last paragraph "CIR exchanges are
sufficient to support authentication from password based... "

63

2.4.3.1

David
Bagby

T

deleted redundant para - already said a couple of para s above.

I
I

I

I

{;IR·eJQlhaages·ttfe·saffiGient·to-~-auiliemi~Ofl·j£OO1·password

L _____

- -

5ubmission

based systems Uf' thFeugh Sl)'ptegF8f'IUe autlu5Itieatioo seftemes.
[DB8]Details of the usage of cryptographic authentication schemes are
outside the scope of this standard.

:,
!

I

--

~

-

-

-

.

-

---

- -

- - -- -

-

-
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64:~endation:no

RATIONALE
remove internal contradiction in manner
compatible with following recommendations
from MAC group at January, 1995 interim
meeting (reported in 95/06)
How can interoperability be ensured if no
common authentication scheme is defined ?

64

2.4.3.1

Fischer,
Mike.

T

delete next-to-Iast paragraph, which conflicts with 6th paragraph

65

2.4.3.1

Jim
Panian

T

schemes,
A standardized authentication scheme, or set of
must be specified. This does not preclude the use of non standardized
authentication schemes, but allows any pair of 802.11 compliant
stations to fmd a common scheme that can ensure interoperability.

change - commenter is
fme with this.
~endation: group
discussion
commetors wants a better
auth default than "open".

PROPOSED CHANGE

For conformance, support for the standardized authentication scheme
must be static (must be implemented). The actual use of the common
authentication scheme may be dynamic (may not be used on every
association).

I

Let assume that the 802.11 standard
standardizes an authentication scheme·A·.
Assume now that a first station X supports the
schemes A, B and C and that a second
station Y supports the schemes A and D.
These stations will be able to use the common
scheme A although they support other
(proprietary) schemes. Another aspect that
should be addressed by the standard is the
protocol used by the stations to determine
the set of commonly supported

authentication schemes.

recommendation: decline
as incorrect arg given is
only valid for specific
auth algs - is not always
true for all cases.

79

2.4.3.1

Renfro

T

Specify that Authentication is an Infrastructure service only.

recommendation - see 65

80

2.4.3.1

Rick
White

T

A default challenge / response exchange must be defmed.

~endation:

81

2.4.3.1

Scaldefe
rri

T

A password based example:
c) Response: Here is my password ( suitably timestamped and hashed).

decline
the example altered is just
that en example - the
proposal is an improved
PW scheme but the
example in the section
was intended to give a
classic PW case (with all
the attendant PW flaws of
PWs)

Submission
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If authentication is required for Ad Hoc
networks, it becomes increasingly difficult as
the size of the network grows. If a station
must authenticate with every other station in
the network it can take a considerable amount
of bandwidth to accomplish this. Ifoot, would
a station accept either a broadcast message or
beacon message from a station it has not
authenticated?
There is no authentication procedure defined
in 802.11, only a service. The implementer can
use any challege / response exchange. This
leads to non-inLQu!J'<'".bility.
under "examples ofCIR e..xchange": In a
password passed system you would not
respond to the challenge with your password in
the clear, but would use your password plus
some data in the challenge, e.g. timestamp,
hashed using a suitably secure hash algorithm.
Otherwise any promiscuous listener can obtain
the users password and use it to become
authenticated.
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reconunendation: remove
sentence (though for diff
reasons that commetor
gave - auth work
incomplete at this time in
802.10)
recommendation - group
discussion,
see rec 65

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

82

2.4.3.1

Tim
Phipps

T

Remove: "802.11 uses 802.10 services to perfonn the actual challenge
and response calculations· .

802 .10 Does not support authentication
algoritluns.

83

2.4.3.1
also relates
to
2.5

Wim
Diepstrat
en

T

The standard should at least support an "Implicit authentication"
mechanism, that does not require any Authentication frame exchange to
be exchanged to establish a (re)-association. This should be the default
mode of operation.
It is unclear why authentication support functions need to be included in
the MAC.
It is unclear what the minimum authentication frame exchange is when
the network wants to run without explicit authentication.
Figure 2-8 in section 2.5 should be changed to reflect this.
It is also unclear from section 2.4.3.2 which of the frames are in the
clear, and which are encripted. It should be specified that only data
frames will be encripted by the specified privacy algorithm, and all
management and control frames should be transmitted in the clear.

Authentication is only relevant when also the
privacy services are used. If Privacy services
are used, then a specific Key needs to be
distributed outside the MAC, and is assumed
present within the MIB before a privacy
protected mode can be entered.
If a station is able to send a frame with the
proper encription key, then that is sufficient
prove of a stations identity.

recommendation - group
discussion, see rec 65

84

2.4.3.1.1

Fischer,
Mike.

T

add text to describe implicit authentification for use with WEP and
allow this to serve as another fonn of pre-authentification (which will
probably work better by adding a new section 2.4.3.1.2 Implicit
Authentification) N acceptable text appears in 95115

recommendation: decline.
there are no pre-auth
frames. the section
describes a time when
Auth can be done which
would achieve pre-auth,
but no explicit different
frame type is required.

85

2.4.3.1.1

P.
Brenner

T

Add Definitions of the Pre-Authentication frames (or delete this
section)

Submission
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Beacons, Probes and Probe Responses should
not be encripted without loss of functionality.
There are no privacy holes created when
Management frames are not encripted.
When operating with WEP, if we assume the
existence of an acceptable key distribution
scheme (which could be manual) and is
certainly external to the 802.11 MAC, the
posession of the correct ESS key is sufficient
evidence of identity. Users who wish greater
security can use a more complete 8{)2.10 SDE
implementation above the MAC, in which case
the 802.10 Osecurity associationO is where the
more comprehensive authentication takes
place. This is consistent with the
recommendations from the MAC meeting in
January. 1995 (reported in 95106)
Pre-authentication is not being supported by
the current set of management frames.
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recommendation: disc

86

required. maybe possible

2.4.3.1;
also 2.7.6

Fischer,
Mike.

T

to simplify internal
structure of auth msg -

tbd.

recommendation: no
change requested - none
recommended. comment
appears to be incorrect.
recommendation: change
"would" to "may"

87

2.4.3.2

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

88

2.4.3.2

C. Heide

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Remove most of the multiDway (>2) challenge/response stuff. Unless
we build specific algorithms more complex than appropriate for WEP
into the authentication service, the cryptographic challange style of
authentification, if a user wants this, will be done by an 802 .10
implementation sitting above the MAC (or a nonD802.1 0 security
service sitting above the MAC). There is no reason to provide a service
path for an SDE above the MAC to use MAC mechanisms to exchange
the authentication messages, as 802.10 is designed to work on top of
any MAC, so letOs save the complexity and just deal with
WEPDappropriate mechanisms in the MAC. The basic concepts of the
simpler approach is that message I is implicit due to the limited
algorithm list within any given version of the 802.11 MAC and message
2 is implicit because authentication is always initiated (as is
association) by the nonDAP station, so the identity of the AP (e.g. the
network) is not in question. Therefore, by the time of an associate
request, the STA believes the network: identity to be valid and the
station can include its assertion of identity in the associate or
reassociate request (Piggybacking message 3) and the AP can do the
same with message 4 in the associate/reassociate response. At most we
need a pair of messages (which could be the authenticate
request/response, which still only needs one frame type because the
request is always ToDS=1 and the response is always FromDS=I) to
handle preDauthentication in an ESS that used different of the
algorithms for authentication and privacy. Detailed wording changes
aJlPe8f in 95/15 .
INCONSISTENT: TALKS ABOUT ALL STATIONS STARTING "IN
TIIE CLEAR". TInS IS NOT TIIE WAY TIIE CURRENT
STATEMENTS ABOUT AUTIIENTICATION ALLOW ACCESS TO
TIIE DS TO OCCUR.
second paragraph, last sentence replace the word "would" with the word
"could".

see collUM to the left.

I

I
I

.

I

I

it is subjective as to whether or not a wireless
segment degrades security if the WM is
limited range.

- - -

Submission
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recommendation: decline
I st suggestion is covered
byrec 88.
. 2nd suggested change
declined - the intent is not
to provide "perception of
security".

89

2.4.3.2

I

C.
Thomas
Baumgar
tner

t

PROPOSED CHANGE

RADONALE

Change the 2nd paragraph to "In a wired LAN one normally assumes
that only those stations physically connected to the wire can hear LAN
traffic. TItis assumption give the perception of privacy. With a wireless
shared medium one knows that any compliant adapter can hear all
802.11 traffic in its range. Thus the connection of a single wireless link
(without privacy) to an existing wired LAN could degrade the security
of the wired LAN."

These sentences as written contain editorial
comment which is trying to scare the public.
They are not technically correct in asswning
that wired LANs are private. NICs can be
doctored to be any MAC address; a Sniffer can
hear everything that goes over the cable, there
is enough stray energy from lOBASE-T that a
good receiver can pick it up outside the
physical confmes. Anyone truly worried about
this subject has taken steps at higher layers of
the network, even on a wired network. The
ability to confme IR to an area, giving the
same physical access control as wire, makes
this paragraph inappropriate for at least one of
the 802.11 PHY's. I dare say there are more
people with the ability to tap wired LANs than
there are who will be able to intercept DSSS.
See imbeded comments and annotations

Change sentence in last paragraph to "The algoritlun is not designed for
ultimate security, but rather to give the perception of security "at least
as secure as wire.""

ree: part ofrec 90
adoption.

91

2.4.3.2

David
Bagby

T

.L

Deauthentication

Deauthentication: The service which voids an existing Authentication.
The Deauthentication Service is invoked whenever an existing
Authentication must be temrinated. Deauthentication is a Station
Service.
in an ESS, since Authentication is a prerequisite for Association, the
act ofDeauthentication can cause and explicit Disassociation.
The Deauthentication Service can be invoked by either authenticated
party (mobile STA or AP). Deauthentication is not a request, it is a
notification. Deauthentication can not be refused by either party.
[D891
-
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PROPOSED CHANGE

ree: discussion required
by group.

92

2.4.3.2

Geiger

rec:: group disc

93

2.4.3.2

Siep

required.

RATIONALE

T

T

Privacy. 802.11 specifies an eptieRal privacy algorithm

Options in standards are useless. Either everyone will
implement it or no one will. Privacy is a feature that
should be required not optionally implemented. If you
want to set up a WLAN without privacy, fine, but the
user, not the station implementor should make that
decision. One of the bigger issues of security that this
standard doesn't completely address is how do parties
using a LAN know if one or more segments in the LAN
are wireless and secure. I believe that the standards
process put some liability on the people involved to do
the responsible thing in terms of providing the same
protection to the wireless user as the wired user_ Car
manufacturers are required to equip vehicles with seat
belts, regardless of whether the users of the vehicle wear
them or not. I feel security is the same type of issue.
This reflects the discussions on
EnciphermentPriv-a£Y 802.11 uses IEEE 802.10 SDE clause 2 to
Encipberment held in the Jaauary MAC
perfonn the actual encryption of messages. A MlB mushes is pr-e'A6eQ
meeting in San Jose.. This is a reasonable
te·iBqutr&-the-en6fYPliGR·algoritftms.-supportedby-a-stBtloo:-The MAC
header specifies a bit in the FC field which indicates if the MDSU in the default set of security features. H a given
iastallation desires more security. it can
datafrome;s encripted. Onlydatafromes are optionally encrypted.
implement additional 802.10 layen
Management and control frames are not encrypted.
transparently above the MAC.

802.10 SDE settings
• clear header length =0
• protected header length =0
• pad =none
• ICV =32 bits, [algorithm MUST be specified]
The encipherment model assumes a difault, ES~wide key to permit
implict authentification.
• Any station in possession ofthe default key is considered
pre-authentificated (e.g. in State 2 offigure 2-8 of the Dl draft)
• This is fully compatible with the 802.10 concept of
receivers having tables that associate keys with station addresses. The
default key is used in cases where there is no table entry for the
sender's address.
More comprehensive security, or different algorithms, can be directly
applied by users that want to provide a full 802.10 implementation
above the 802. JJ MAC.
--
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ree: see rec 92 - same
subject

94

2.4.3.2,
5.4

Jim
Panian

T

rec: decline - ok with
commetor.

95

2.4.3.2,
2nd
paragraph

Fischer,
Mike.

T

rec: see 92

96

2.4.3.2,
3rd from
last

Fischer,
Mike.

T

Rick
White
Rick
White

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

For conformance, support for the WEP privacy algorithm (or other
standardized privacy algorithm) must be static (must be implemented).
The actual use of the WEP privacy scheme may be dynamic (may not be
used on every association).
change 3rd &. 4th sentences to GAny 802.11 confonnant station adapter
can receive any 802.11 frames transmitted (on the same channel)
within the wireless reception range of its PRY receiver, whether or not
the sender is in the same BSS or ESS. Thus the integration of a single
wireless link (without privacy) to an existing, wired LAN will seriously
compromise the security level of the wired LAN.
change om the clemO to OWEP as dermed in section 5.4.0

Why isn't a standard privacy algorithm
specified? The lack of a standard specified
privacy algorithm will hinder
interopembility.
grammar, terminology, greater technical
correctness

paragraph

rec: group disc re security

97

2.4.3.3

rec: group disc re security

98

2.4.3.3

rec: decline - this is major
change of the draft
insufficiently justified by
the brief comment
supplied. can not
determine detailed action
desired from this
comment.
ree: partial change - move
Poll (really power save

99

2.5

CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

100

2.5

A. Bolea

I

poll) to cl= 3. ""'"
msgs are correct as stated

I

T

Must identify if the "default privacy algorithm" is exeeuted by the MAC
or 802.10.
802.11 must provide a privacy algorithm that does not require 802.10
for implementation. It could well be the WEP algorithm.
TIlE WHOLE RELATIONSIllP BETWEEN ASSOCIATION AND
AUIlIENTICATIONIS WRONG OR AT TIlE VERY LEAST
CONFUSING. TIllS IS COMPOUNDED WHEN TIlE CLASS OF
LEGAL FRAMES FOR VARIOUS STATES IS REVIEWED.

Why allow an Unauthenticated, Unassociated
station to transmit/receive RTS,CTS or Poll
Messages? RTSICTS should only be allOWed
for class 2,3 stations. Poll messages should
only be alIowroJor cLass 3 stations.

T

-

Submission

The default should be WEP because the whole
concept of OwiredDequivalentG is to provide
as close an approximation to what users of
wired LANs expect as we can with practical
methods. This is done not just for security but
also for the link itself (MACDlayer
acknowledgements to partially compensate for
the lower link reliability). The default for a
wire is 6private6 unless somebody physically
gains access to the cable. The equivalent for
802.11 is to default to WEP. (Of course, if
somebody chose to make their network key a
simple constant such as all zeros, and never
change the IV, they might as well be sending
in the clear.)
Section 5.4 does not specify ifWEP is part of
the MAC
Customers will require privacy on their
WLANs. They will not what to be required to
used another standard to implement it
TIlERE IS AN lMPLlCATION THAT
AUIlIENTICATION AND OR
ASSOCIATION STArus MUST BE
CHECKED ON A DATA FRAME FROM A
STA BEFORE THE FRAME IS ACK'ED.
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rec: covered by 90

101

2.5

rec: covered by 90

102

rec: covered by 90

T

2.5

Bob
O'Hara
C. Heide

103

2.5

C. Heide

T

rec: covered by 90

104

2.5

C. Heide

T

rec: part of 90

105

2.5

David
Bagby

T

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

The state diagram and related text do not provide for explicit "deauthentication" by a station sen~ a m~e. TIlls must be provided.
on figure 2-8 change "DeAuthentication Time out" to
"DeAuthentication" only.
on figure 2-8 remove direct path from State 3 to State 1; or defme deauthentication and the method ofaccomn1i c::kino it.
Class 2, (a) should be:
"a) Asynchronous Data frames:
1) subtype Data, with FC control bits "To DS" and "From DS"
both false.
Class 3, a) should be
a) Asynchronous Data frames:
All subtypes, FC control bits "To DS" and "From DS" may be
set to utilize DS
Services.
Class 3, b) should have added to it
3) Connection subtypes: Connection Request, Grant Connection,
and End
Connection
Class 3 c) should be removed.
State 1:
Initial start state, Unauthenticated, Unassociated.

The protocol does not allow for dynamic
changes in authentication requirements.
there is no description of any kind of time out
on authentication anywhere
There is no definition of, or reference to,
deauthentication anywllere else but this fIgl.!e.
the frames in this section do not jive with the
typesIsubtypes listed in table 4-) .

See imbeded comments and annotations

State 2:
Authenticated, not Associated
State 3:
[DB 1OJAuthenticated and Associated.

Submission
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reconunendntion: accx.1>t
set of changes that
support the missing
transition. this includes
supporting change in sec
4 also.

RATIONALE

PROPOSED CHANGE

90

2.5

David
Bagby

T

The state diagram needs to be corrected. It was noted at the Nov 94 mtg that there is an error
in that there is not way to transition back from state 2 to state 1 (except via state 3 which is
impossible in an IBSS network).

Sec imbeded
comments

and

annotatioos

To solve this I have added the missing sate transition. Since the act of de-authentication is
analogous to disassociation and is done for similar reasons, a message to notify the other
station of the event also had to be added to section 4. The previous time out condition can still
occur (so that authentication can be aged) and will now result in the de-authentication
notification.
The set of changes which accomplish this correction are annotated as "deauthentication".
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[OB11]Figure 2-8: Relationship Between State Variables and Services
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rec: part of 90

106

2.5

David
Bagby

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Class I frames (Legal from within Stales \, 2 and 3):

See imbeded comments and annotations

a)

ConIroI Frames:
\)
RTS
2)
CTS
3)
ACK
4)
Poll

b)

Management Frames:
\)
Probe RequestJRcspome
2)
Beacon
3)
Authentication
SucccssfuJ Authentication enables a otation to exchange Class 2 frames.
UD5UCCCSSfuJ Authc:ntication leaves the Station in State I.

Class 2 frames (IFF Authenticated; allowed from within Stales 2 and 3 only):
a)

Data frames:
\)

b)

Asynchronous doIa
Direct doIa frames only (FC control bits "To OS and From OS' both fabe).

Management frames:
I)
Privacy RequestlResponsc
2)
ATIM
3)
Asoociation RIR
SucccssfuJ Asoociation enables Class 3 frames.
Unsuccessful Asoociation leaves STAin state 2.
4) DeaIJthe"nCQnon(DB 12J

Class 3 frames (IFF Associated; allowed only from within State 3):

--

Submission

,-

-

a)

Data frames:
I)
Async:bronous Data
indirect Data frames allowed. I.c. thc"To Os' and 'From OS' FC oontrol
bits may be set to utilize OS Services.

b)

Management frames :
1)
R","""""iation RequesllResponsc
2)
Disassociation
Disassociation notification changes a Stations state from 3 to 2. Thus • Station must
become Associated again if it wWles to utilize the OS.
3) DeaIJdUnncQnon(DB13J

c)

CF Data frames:
I)
CFOATA
2)
CFOATA+ACK

d)

CF Control frames:
I)
CFEND
[0814J
--

-
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ree: deeline, perhaps text
is better placed elsewhere
(editor's job), but figure
requires text for
completion of
specification.
ree: decline, because
reqlgrant are not fame
types.
rec: editorial - add IFF to
abbreviation section means if an only if
ree: fixed as part of 90
rec: fixed as part of 90
ree: fixed by 90

107

2.5

Greg

T

Ermis

108

2.5

Joe

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Remove all references to frame "classes", and end the section after the
figure.

If this is supposed to be an overview section,

add req and grant request frames to Class 3 frames allowed

completeness

the discussion of individual frame types is
confusing, as they have not been previously
described.

Kubler

i
I

109

2.5

Lewis

T

clarify what IFF Authenticated means
I

110

2.5

, III

2.5

112

2.5, figure
2D8

Rick
White
Rick
White
Fischer.
Mike.

T
T

113

2.5, under
Class 1,
Class 2,
and Class
3

Fischer,
Mike.

T

rec: fixed sufficiently by
90 says comrnenter.

114

2.5, under
class 3

Fischer,
Mike.

T

ree: this is what sec 2.6 is,
also defs in sec 1, no
additional change
~equired (we think)
rec; no text change
needed (further clarified
in earlier recs). An IBSS
has no AP - a BSS can.
see Tee 14

115

2.6

Glen
Sherwoo
d

T

Rick
White

T

116

2.6

Class 3 CF Data Frames should be Asynchronous Data frames & CF
Control frames should be Control Frames
Must defme the Deauthentication time-out.

We should be consistent with terms defined in
Section 4 .
Notdefmed.

Add transition from state 2 to state 1, labelled Oassociation failure
tirneout6

There needs to be a transition from state 2 to
state I, since association will not always be
successful even after state 2 is entered. This
transition occurs when an association request
is rejected with a denial code, or when
attempts to associate are ungranted and
undenied for a defmed period of time.
clarify the intent of this classification of frames
and explain that this is a policy that is imposed
on the senders but can only be enforced at the
receivers

I
T

ree: adopt clarity change

Submission

~02.11-95/63

Add words to make it clear that the list is for frames legal to send when
in these states. At the top of the page add a sentence to the effect that
OStations in a given state are allowed to send the types of frames in
equal or lower numbered classes. However, since a station cannot be
relied upon to operate in the intended fashion (otherwise authentication
would not be necessary), it is the responsibility of the receiving station
to only accept class 2 and class 3 frames from stations known to be in
an_~!able authentication state.6
Simplify this by stating that all frame types are pennitted in Class 3.
This avoids the need to update the list (which is badly out of date,
expecially for CF frames).
Add text to defme IBSS's and ad-hoc networks.

It is not clear whether an Independent BSS can contain an AP. Must be
clarified.

-

-

simplicity while retaining current functional
intent
Independent BSS (IBSS) or •Ad-hoc· networks
are not well defmed.

I

I

I

It states that there is no physical DS but does
not indicate whether there can be a logical DS
which would be part of an AP.

-
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PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Must all STAs in an Independent BSS be able
to communicate with all other STAs in the
Independent BSS? If so, how does it know
what STAs are part of the IBSS.

see rec 15

117

2.6

Rick
White

T

Must clarifY the communications within an IBSS.

rec: adopt - also see rec

118

2.6

T

119

2.7

Rick
White
CHRIS
ZEGELI
N

Paragraph 4: There can be DS Services without a physical DS if there is
an AP with a logic DS.
REMOVE ENTIRE SECTION 2.7

120

2.7

David
Bagby

T

16.

ree: decline, the info in
2.7 is needed, perhaps it
could be incorporated into
other sections without
info loss, but it can not be
simply removed. sec 2.7
describes info to support
service, but is not the
specification of specific
frame formats.
rec: adopt

{ed&;· Ihi&-seGtion·may-needmiRQI'-liWeakingi" · Iight·~the

FRAME FORMATS ARE DESCRIBED IN
SECTION 4.

See imbeded comments and annotations

Nov-84..",tg.frame-fGrmat&-~I·hmguag&-adopted,

[DB15]Infonnation items are given by name, for corresponding values,
see section 4.

[edtJ;·-up4lIIt.aeclltM·"umbfwl
[DB 16]

ree: no change requested,
none made. comments
indicate some
misunderstanding, will
talk to author to clarifY.

123

ree: see rec 119

121

Submission

2.7

2.7

Gegier

Greg
ElUlis

T

I I
T

Move this material into sections 5 and 7

Page 280f39

In general, the Distributed System Services is
build around a set of entities that must exists
for the services to be available. "These entities
include APs, BSSs, ESSs and possibly Portals
as well. At the lowest level, a station gets
these services through an AP. Unfortunately,
stations may enter a BSS with an AP but not
have access to the AP because of medimn
constraints. Further more, that station may not
need access to the AP but only an in-range
STA. Privacy and Authentication should be
allowed between STAI and STA2 even if
STA2 is not an AP but is associated with an
AP.
This is too detailed for an overview and must
I be covered in exact detail in the later sections.

I
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tc!C: see rec 119

122

2.7

rec: decline to add.
insuffIcient justification
for a new general
mechanism given by the
comment. group
discussion required?
rec: adopt - see 120

124

2.7

125

2.7

126

2.7.1

rec: refer to sec 4 for
addition, prob in 4.2.1.3
as part of "to DS" bit
discussion.

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Remove Section 2.7. It gives the impression of contents that is better
expained in later sections
Add a general Query-Request message, and a corresponding QueryResponse.

A general mechanism for exchanging
management information is required

Marvin
Sojka
P.
Brenner

T

Rick
White
Fischer,
Mike.

T

Resolve editor's conunent relating to Management frame formats

T

Add sentence after opening sentence of section ODirect
stationDtoDstation transmission is allowed when the sending station
knows that the intended (unicast) recipient is associated in the same
BSS. However, for intraDBSS conununication that is transparent to
BSSDtransition mobility, as well as all interDBSS (intraDESS)
conununication, the sender invokes distribution service.O

T

consistency, correct recitation of when
STADtoDSTA transfers are usable and when
they are not

I

I

I

I

rec: adopt - this is a
correction.

127

rec: see 127
rec: decline, change not
needed.
the set is identified by the
category, the individual
frames are in sec 4.
rec: see 127

128
129

rec: correct by removing
parenthetical, STA to
STA covers all cases

Submission

2.7.1

Joe

T

Kubler

2.7.1
2.7.1

Lewis
Rick
White

T
T

also, delete the Oifthe message ... 0 under Oinformation items6 since
all data frames now include the BSSID
BSS ID is always required, even in AD HOC. remove "iif'
qualification. a conunent about the fourth address in WDS data frames
would be useful as well such as: In the case of WDS services, a fourth
address field is included. The addresses then are receiver address,
transmitter address, destination address and source address.
BSSID should always be included
There are several ditTerent types of Asynchronous Data frames - All
must be shown.

I

see table 4-4

i

i

Standard incomplete
I

I

130

2.7.1

131

2.7.1
-

Rick
White
Rick
White

T

Info items should include the fourth address for Wireless Distribution.

T

Direction could also be AP to AP.

This is true for wireless distribution.

- -
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ree: security interest
discussion

132

2.7.2

Tim
Phipps

T

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Incomplete.

Just providing a privacy algorithm number
makes the assumption that the other 802.10
SMIB variables (e.g. the block size, the
presence of a clear header) can be inferred
from the algorithm nwnber. This is a more
restricted fonn of behaviour than 802.10
describes. It may limit future support fOl"
algorithms which require more of the SMIB to
be exchanged to achieve a security association.
There are a lot of inconsistencies between
section 2.7.2 and 2.7.3 and other sections of
the standard. The additional elements listed
are considered to be required at association
time so that a station can properly operate in
the BSS it is associated with.
I
It is benificial for an AP to lmow which PM
mode is being used by the station. In particular
it is usefull to know which station will utilize
the CAM mode (static non power
conservation), and which stations are using one
of the power saving modes (including the
TAM).
The SID assignment would only be needed for I
power saving stations, and more in
I
particularthe PSP mode.

The privacy algorithm number is just one ofthe 802.10 SMIB variables
required to achieve a security association.

ree: add ESSID as it is
required for assoc support
(which is what this
section is about), the
others are referred to sec
4 discussion as there is
insufficient justification
for each item supplied in
the comment.

133

2.7.2
2.7.3

Wim
Diepstrat
en

T

ree: decline - see rec 54

134

2.7.3

Renfro

T

More infonnation is needed in the Association Request and Response
frames. The following elements should be added to the Association
Request:
-ESSID
- Rate Capability
- CF_Aware indication
-PM_mode
- Aging_Time (for PSP stations)
The Association response should contain additionally to the list in
section 2 .7.2:
- Rate capability
- Possibly the ESSID
In addition the Reassociation frame should contain the Privacy Nwnber,
because it also part of the Association Request.
The following elements do also need to be part of the Beacon:
- SF_Length
- CF_Boundary
A number of the listed elements need to be dermed in section 4.4,
because they are currently undefined.
Remove Reassociation

rec: change "enables" to
"facilitates".

135

2.7.3,
sentence
just above
OReassoci
ation
ResponseO

Fischer,
Mike.

T

add appropriate text from 95/17 to the various 2.7.x sections, in this

Submission

case making the reference sentence meaningful

Reassociation is not necessary. The same
thing can easily be accomplished using the
existing association message. Though I think
it is better to implement mobility without
relying upon information about the current AP,
it is still possible to include that information in
the association message using the current AP
element.
This statement is true in a very narrow sense
that is essentially useless in the absence of
defmed message formats for delivery
6independent ofDS implementation.O
I

-----

-
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rec: remain open until alg
number known. also
group disc of security
stuff required.

RATIONALE

PROPOSED CHANGE

136

2.7.5

David
Bagby

T

No Privacy Algorithm in use:

See imbeded oomments and annotations

Value =??

I

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) algorithm: Value =??
draft can not go to sponsor ballot until these values are received
from 802.10 since the standard can not be implemented without
these values.

I

{DB17jEds;·Rllin·fhese.·vahles·whefHooeived·from·'02.·fQ
r:egislFatieR aflthel'iiy.{DB18j

I

I

A rework of the privacy sections to make the explicit use of
802.10 unnecessary by making the default behavior of 802.11 to
be a compatible subset of 802.10 would be a nice improvement.
The details need to be worked out but the approach discussed
during the Jan MAC 95 mtg sounds like a very good approach.
This reviewer would consider those changes in place of or in
addition to the comments provided. Those changes could impact
the applicability of the comments made above. [0819]

I
I
I

I

I
This satisfies the minimal operational needs of 802.11 .
Additional privacy algorithms, which have been registered with 802.10
for use within 802.11 implementations, and were known at the time of
publication are contained in appendix xx.
appendix missing - create and put in it the two initial values
referenced above.

{DB20j2.Authentication

rec:; group disc needed.

137

see rec 136

138

2.7.5

2.7.5

Fischer,
Mike.

Geiger

T

T

The privacy requesUresponse is unnecessary as a MAC management
exchange. The MAC privacy (WEP) has a single or very small set of
available algorithms, which can be handled as fields in the association
request and response frames and/or obviated by inclusion of the BSSOs
algorithm in the beacon frames. Specific text in document 95115.
No Privacy Algorithm in use: Value??
(WEP) algorithm: Value = ??
allpendix XX
--

Submission
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simplicity and conservation of mechanism 1::r
leave negotiated, arbitraryDalgorithm privacy
to a full 802.10 implementatioo above the
MAC for customers who \\1lllt this degree of
security.
Resolv<!
- -
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RATIONALE

Undefmed WEP algorithm.

rec: no change needed,
add reference top sec 5.4

139

2.7.5

Glen
Sherwoo
d

T

Defme WEP algorithm.

ree: see 136

140

2.7.5

Jon
Rosdahl

T

No Privacy Algorithm in use:

ree: see 136

141

2.7.5

Mahany

T

ree: see 136

142

2.7.5

Mark
Demang
e

t

rec: security group
discussiOD Deeded

145

Siep

T

The values need to be determined and
added. I am unable to determine or assign
these values.

Value =??

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) algorithm: Value = ??

2.7.5

Privacy Response
Add 802.10 Algorithm Nwnbers for No Privacy Algorithm, and WEP,
Add Correct Appendix reference for Appendix X
Value = n needs to be defmed for both "No privacy Algorithm in use:"
and "Wired Equivalent Privacy eWEP) algorithm:"

Completeness

Pirvacy[SUBSTITUE TEXT]

The fint option reflects the discussions on
EDc:iphermeDt held iD the JaDuary MAC
meeting iD SaD Jose. This is a reaJOIlable
default set of security features. If a given
iDstailatioD desires more security, it caD
implemeDt additional 802.10 layen
transpareDtly above the MAC.
The second OptiOD (deletion) connids with
sediOD 2.8

The MAC header specifies a bit in the FC field which indicates
MDSU in the data frame is encripted.

if the

-OR[Delete section]
ree: see 136

143

2.7.5

Tim
Phipps

T

Incomplete.
801.10 requires privacy and integrity algorithm numbers. It may
require the exchange of additional SMIB parameters to achieve a
security association by which to provide privacy.
These message
types, and frame formats and element types described here and
elsewhere provide only partial support for the exchange of 802.10
SMm variables.

ree: see 136

Submission

144

2.7.5.

Fischenn
a:Privacy

T

must come from 802.10

Page 32 of39

Undefmed values for necessary variable is
inappropriate for a standard.

..
I
I
I
I

802.10 Supports privacy and integrity. Both
require a nwnber of managed objects within
the security management information base
(SMIB).

802.10 algorithm nwnbers for privacy not
specified.
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ree: security group

146

2.7.6

T

David

Bagby

discussion needed - must
remain open until auth alg
specified and number
provided or default auth
details worked out an
accepted.

PROPOSED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Note: 802.10 does not specify specific cryptographic algorithms foc authentication or
priva£Y. However the aJgoritlun nurnbeni must be known fOf proper operation of
802.11. PS02.11 has registered the following algorithms with 802.10:

See imbeded comments and annotations

No Authentkadon IIlcorithm In 1IlIe:

Value = 17

need value from 802.10 - can not go to sponsor ballot until value received
since can not implement the standard without this value.
(DB21]fi.;·FIII_#II5.valfle.wIJM.AJCeIwHIlrom~W.NglstRlllolr

IIfIfRot1ty.(DB22]

An authentication scheme must be specified to complement the use of the
WEP privacy feature. It does not good to implement the optional privacy with
out the ability to authenticate the end nodes of the secured link. A default of
"no authentication" must also be specified to match the default situation of "no
privacy". Further an explicit sentence must be added that it is not required that
an Implementation must accept unauthenticated and unencrypted frames.
Even though a STA must be capable of understanding unsecured
communication frames, it is not required that any particular STA be required
to conyers in the open. It must be possible for any station to decide that it will
only communicate with other secure stations. The WEP complment
authentication shceme is open for discussion, but it sounded at the Jan 95
MAC mtg taht something along the lines of that suggestedby Kerry Lynn
would be acceptable to the group.[DB23]
This satisfies the minimal operational needs of 802 .11 .
Additional authentication algorithms which have been regi~ed with 802.10 for UlIC
within 802.11 implementations and were known at the time of publication arc
contained in appendix XX.

I

referenced appendix is missing - create and put in initial minimum value
referenced in this section.

I

I

(DB24]

ree: see 146

Submission

I

147

I

2.7.6

I ~eiger l

T

I

No Autbe&JtiCllltion algoritbm in use: Value = ??
appendix X:X
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rec: see 146

148

2.7.6

Jon
Rosdahl

T

ree: see 146

149

2.7.6

t

rec: see 146 re auth
details, also portions of
comment improved by rec
90.

150

2.7.6

Mark
Demang
e
Renfro

rec: see 146

151

rec: author withdraws
objection after
discussion.

152

rec: see 146

153

rec: see 146

154

Submission

RATIONALE

PROPOSED CHANGE

2.7.6

No Authentication Algorighm in use:

Value =??

Value = ?? needs to be defmed for "No authentication in use:"

T

Rick
White

T

Must defme Authentication transaction sequence number.

Siep

T

Authentication[Delete sectionJ

2.7.6

Simon
Black

T

Authentication procedure and algorithm required for interworkmg.
Currently missing from the standard.

2.7.6

Tim
Phipps

T

Delete: "Additional authentication algorithms ... appendex XX".

2.7.6

Page 34 of39

The values need to be determined and
added. I am unable to determine or assign
these values.
Undefmed values for necessary variable is
inappropriate for a standard.

Authentication in Ad Hoc network not well
defmed and should be deleted. Must each
station authenticate with every other station?
(Results in a lot of messages for even a small
network) Will a station accept a
broadcast/multicast message from another
station it has not authenticated? If included,
need to clearly defme authentication
procedures for both Ad Hoc and Infrastructure
networks. If authentication is optional, as
implied in 2.4.3.1, how is compatibility
between stations implementing this option and
those not ensured?
Is the Authentication transaction sequence
number the same as the Authentication
message numbet1
Conflicts with section 2.8

Authentication is essentially undefIDed in this
standard. IEEE 802.10 authentication is
mentioned in several places, but .10 does not
provide this fuinctionality.
Authentication algorithms cannot be registered
with 802.10, only privacy and integrity
algorithms.

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
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2.7.7

David

T

Bagby

3.

Deauthentication

RATIONALE

See imbeded comments and annotations

When a STA wishes to cancel an active authentication, the following
message is sent.
Detudhentication
Message type:
Management
Message sub-type;
Deauthentication
Information Items:
IEEE address of the station which is being
deauthenticated.
IEEE address of the AP which the Station is
currently authenticated with.
Direction ofmessage:
From STA to STA (e.g. STA to AP or AP to STA).

{DB25]

rec: ability already
provided, no cange
needed, if intent is for
requirement, then this is
already under discussion
as result of other
comments.
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2.8

McDona
Id

t

Provide security or privacy to the text of the mpdu

Page 35 of39

An 802.11 link may be an extension of a wired
system. As such. the user would expect the
wireless extension to provide the same level of
privacy as the wired link. Clear text RF woo't
come close to meeting this need. If an 802.11
unit with simple modifications, for instance
could be mounted outside the boundary of an
operational 802.11 BSS and be used to
eavesdrop. then the 802.11 standard will fail.
The text being transferred must be protected al
the 802.11 level. Higher level priVlU:}' is nol
good enough. This would require a user to
change his network/operating/applications
Y',,!;,Q.lll to use the wireless extension
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rec: treat as input for
security group discussion.
text APPLIES TO 3.1.1.3
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2.8 and
3.1.1.3

Fischer,
Mike.

T

Add the following regarding 802.10 subset:
The use of the 802.10 subset for privacy is optional. lfprivacy (WEP) is in use, that
fact is indicated by a bit in the frame header. When this bit is set, the algorithm
number, from the list of (initially 1) algorithm(s) supported by 802.11 for WEP, is
indicated as part of the IV (see section 5.4).
Privacy only applies to the MSDU, not to the MAC header nor CRC. When MSDUs
are fragmented, the privacy algorithm is applied to the MSDU before fragmenta1ion,
and validated on the MSDU after reassembly. When privacy is in use, data frames
are always encrypted. control frames are never encryp!ed. and managemenl frames
are neva encrypted other than as needed for authentica1ion. lfthe ICV of an
encrypted data frame does not check. tile existence of tile MSDU shall not be
indicated to !he u..c at the receiving station. and the contents of the MSDU sha1J not
be passed to the LLC.
The 802.10 SDE settings for 802.1 1 WEP Shall be: clear header length = 0,
protected header length = 0, pad <= none. and ICV =32 bits. The data field shall
include a 32Dbit IV field immtd.iately preceding the MSDU. This field shall contain
an 8Dbit privacy algorithm nwn.ber followed by a 24Dbit initialization vector value.
The length oftbe IV fie.ld is never less than 32 bits. lfthe designated algorithm
requires an IV longer than 24 bits, a longer IV field may be used. subject 1.0 the
restriction that the IV must always contain an even number of octets.
There shall be an ESSDwide, defauh key to permit implict authentification and
10wDoverllead mobility transitions. Any station in possession of the default key is
considered to be preDauthenticated. Stations may, optionally, maintain receive
privacy tables that associate stationDspecific, nonDdefault keys with stat.ion
addresses. The default key is used in eases ~ this table not used and when: the
table has no station specific key corresponding 10 the source address of tile received
MSDU.

RATIONALE

TIlis embodies the recommendations made at
the MAC group meeting on WEP held dwing
the January, 1995 Interim Meeting. (The
minutes of that meeting are document 95106.)
I

i

I

I

I
I

I
I

The 802.10 SDE mechanism allows for more than one SDE entity to be operating in
the same protocol stack. If a user chooses to deploy an SDE environment Ihat
requires SDE settings more comprebcnsivc than 1hose in the WEP subset. and/or
based on an encryption algorithm not supported for Ihe WEP function. thai uset" may
disable the WEP function, thereby avoiding Ihe ovcrilead of petfonning enayption
and security proce88ing twice on the same MSDU. This is consistent with the 802.10
model, in which 10werDiayer SDE entities are generally disabled when higberDlayer
SDE entities are present.
Replace figure 3DI with one that sbows Ihe 802.10 subset listed above rather than
Ihe full generaJityofthe 802.10 SDE_PDU. Replace the text after the tint
paragraph of3.1.1 .3 with a reference to 802.10 and its use above the MAC in cases
when: serurity functions beyond WEP are desired by a user of 802.11.
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2.9

Dean

chi

- - - -

MIl:

M\C
~~~

-"

~L.oIjw

MAC layer management entity sends PLME
service primitives to the PHY layer

I

1ICI2.1(1)SOE

I

Kawagu

discussion required of full
802.11.

-

E

I ~t

--

management entity.
~

PH"t'I..-

~

Ptf'(

~~

I}

rec: ask author to provide
picture to match draft
text.
rec: adopt to make
document internally
consistent - if picture later
changed then alter agin if
necessary.
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2.9

Bob

T

Figure 2-11 does not represent the content of the current draft and must
be redrawn

T

Figure 2-11, Portion of the ISO Basic Reference Model
Covered in this Standard

O'Hara
162

2.9

David
Bagby

Out of date/sync with rest of document

See imbeded comments and annotations

Nate·-l·--Optiooal·expesed·DTF.mCE·inteffooe

802.11 has decided that there is no exposed interface between
the mac and phy layers thus the picture is incorrect. Edit the
picture to remove the interface block at that point. Then
renumber notes accordingly for the picture.
Note 2 - 802.10 SDE: IEEE 802.10 - Secure Data Exchange
[2]

[OB26](lR6e#-geReF31 GvetView 9f the 802.11 MAC-ancJ..P#¥
L-ayel'SJ[OB27]

rec: see 162

Tee: see 162
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2.9

2.9

Geiger

Lewis

Ne~e

T

T

1

~heflal ~pese9 ~E

Iftletfaee

TIris is not an option. There is reference to exposed
interfaces anywhere, we voted in the PHY group not
to do this. remove this reference.

delete reference to optional DTElDCE interface or add the specification
of such to
the draft standard
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2.9

REC: GROUP discussion

166

2.9

REC: SEE 162

167

2.9

rec: group discussion
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2.9

rec: see 162
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2.9

N.
Silbenna
n

T

Rick
White
Rick
White
Rick
White

T

Siep

T

T

T

Re:"Notel-Optional exposed DTFJ DCE interface"

Resolve Editor's comment to provide general overview of MAC &
PHY.
It has been decided that there is no optional exposed DTFJDCE
interface between the MAC & PHY.
Need to identifY what the Service Access Points are in the Reference
Model. Also need to identifY what types of infonnation flows across the
SAPs
Reference Model Figure 2-11, Portion of the ISO Basic
Reference Model Covered in this Standard

RATIONALE

If there is an exposed DTFJDCE interface it
should be defmed and specified. The use of it
should be optional. When implemented, it
should meet specifications defmed in the
standard.
There is no good way to test certain PHY
parameters specified in the standard without
an exposed interface.(e.g BER, receiver
sensitivity, etc.)
This would be a greathelp in the
understanding of the standard.
There is no exposed interface between the
MACandPHY.

The interface between the MAC and tbe
PRY, if exposed, must be governed by a
standard.

Note 1 - Optional exposed DTFJDCE interface [add
reference]
Note 2 - 802.10 SDE: IEEE 802.10 - Secure Data Exchange
[2]
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2.9, also
10.1, 10.5,
11.1, 11.4,
and 12.2

Fischer,
Mike.

T

The reference model in figure 2Bll should be replaced with one that
matches the remainder of the standard. A recommended replacement
drawing appears in document 95116. To the extent that it makes
editorial sense to include reference model drawings in subsequent (e.g.
PHY) chapters, those drawings should be copies of, or subsets of, the
drawing in section 2.9.
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There should be a consistent reference model
for all sections of the specification, and for all
PHY s; otherwise the concept of a reference
model is of dubious value. The existing
drawings in 4 chapters are all different, and
none fully match the description of the MAC
and PHY elsewhere in this document.
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piucture at same time.
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2.9, also
8.1

Fischer,
Mike.

T
M
AJ

0
R
IS
SU
E

The optional, exposed DTElDCE interface at the MACIPHY bOlmdary
is identified in section 2.9, but defmed nowhere in the document. This
should be corrected by including the definition of such an exposable
interface. A plausible definition for this interface appears in document
95/16. {NOTE: I encourage members of 802.11 who doubt that an
abstracted, exposable interface between MAC and PRY is achievable to
read a recent draft of IEEE P1394NHigh Performance Serial Bus (I
believe the latest released draft is O6.S, dated March 1994 and
available from IEEE Standards Dept. as an unapproved draft.), P1394
has defIDed, in addition to a fullyDspecified exposed interface at the
bus cable connection point, an abstracted interface between their
flmctional blocks equivalent to MAC and PRY which adds very few
constraints not already inherent in their protocol and the available
implementation technologies. If S02.11 can defIDe the exposable
DTFJDCE interface to a similar degree ofOprecise abstraction,6 the
need to defIDe the realization of the optional exposed interface
(connector, pin assignments, signal levels) is delayed until after
pUblication of the first version of the standard, and perhaps delayed
indefinitely.

Th. optional CJ<P<lOed intcrtacc .. nccdoJ Ii.~ ""...,.) ..,...,...
.) The: o:ltl5Ial<:e of multiple PHY, IISIIlg the
same MAC crea/e5 situliliom v.t.c:re uscn will have reason 10
deploy infiasInIcn=s based upon ddf...- PHYs at ddf...,iles (for example due 10 rcguUtory ddfermces atlhose ,iles or
ddfClml DC8Iby soun::cs of inlaferc:oce in ddfClmlIRquc:Dcy
bands) For a class of oonm..ucation devices which II"C
specifically inIt:nded 10 5IIppOIt mel facilitalc mobility. then:
oeeds 10 be a means (allowed, noI mandaIcd, hence the
optional naluR: of !his c:xposcd inlafacc) for the user 10 easily
change PHY, While cNnging the MACIPHY as a >d is
possible, much of the usage of wireless LAN conwnuoicalioo IS
for cquipmmllhol needs 10 be smalllj~ and
reasonably resiJt.aDIlO environmmIaI oontaminalion.
~ the basis for a miudDvcndor way 10 build the MAC
funo:tiooa1ity inIo Ihcte !Orts of porIable devIces. wIuIe
allowing the PHYs 10 be c:banjpi at the c:xposcd inlaface. IS
higbIy desirable. The: ~ for this already aisIs in 802. 3.
which has an c:xposcd irm'facc (AUI) !hal aII0W5 • MAC
COIIIroI funo:tioolo be buih ioIo a piece of cquiprncm wIuIe
pcnnining the user 10 easily change mcdiaflspecdIC adapCcn
for lISe in ddfc:rcnt siles. The: fVeaI<:r compIc><ity ond
functionality embodied in the 802,11 PHY. is due 10 the \DC of
wirel.... media, noI due 10 .... architec:tw'al ddferen<:e in the
MACJPHY ...,lationship,
b) The: PAR requires Ihal 802. 11 usc the SImC
MAC over all of the differmt PHYs. If then: _ DO c.~
irm'faccs bet-... the llC ond the WM. there is no wwy 10
inlcropc:nle bd-.:o MAC imp\emc:nlaIions thal - .,.-.:d
wilh ddfClml PHYs. hence neither. wwy 10 demomIroIc
compli.once wilh!he PAR nor • justifiable reason for !his
provision of!he PAR We need either 10 clef"", this irm'facc
or 10 modify the PAR thc:n genc:raIe separate. PHYDspccific
MAC, for each PHY (802. II a. b, c . )
c) If we _ going 10 retain multiple.
nonDinIeropenbIe PHY. in • single fiequmcy band. uscn will
demand some way 10 preserve at least part of their invesImcnl
in network adapters (if they will be willing 10 make ..
investmenl in the f~ place) In my commcnIS cooccming
occtioo 8. 1, I make some other comrneIIIs ~ the use of
diffC2'Crll PHY, in !he ..... fiequmcy band. IU as Ions as
PHYs such as the cum:nl DSSS ond FHSS foe 2 40Hz bond
exist. there is yet anoIht:r rc:ason 10 provide this c:xposcd
inlafacc. To do 0Ihetwise is likely 10 ...,Iegak the applicability
of !he results of our wOO<: 10 a niche no IarJF than !hal for
wireline modems IhIl only In: able 10 prov1de !heir published
pcrfonnance Irilen
10 another. ideruicalf>model modem.

ca\\ir4i

Recommendation: decline
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2.10

9

2.10

r.xommended

---~~-
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CHRIS
ZEGELI
N
David
Bagby

SERVICE PRIMITIVES ARE TIIE INTERCONNECTS BE1WEEN
TIIE MAC LAYER AND TIIE PRY LAYER. THIS HAS NOT BEEN
CLEARLY STATED.
(edit9"'*~i·eJdracted . "om .X,2·1().-SepIembeF..1993)
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